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I. WITNESS IDENTIFICATION1

Q. Please state your name and business address.2

A. Kevin J. Lawless, 5809 Grove St., Edina, Minnesota 55436.3

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed?4

A. I am the Energy Efficiency Practice Leader at Bass & Company Management 5

Consultants, a CSC Company (“Bass”).  Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor Gas” or the 6

“Company”) hired Bass to assist in development of its energy efficiency plan (“EEP”) 7

and related operating processes.  8

Q. Are you the same Kevin J. Lawless that provided direct testimony in this matter?9

A. Yes.10

II. ITEMIZED ATTACHMENTS11

Q. Are there any exhibits to your testimony?12

A. Yes.  I am sponsoring one exhibit, attached hereto, Nicor Gas Ex. 6.1: Nicor Gas13

Administrative Cost Analysis.14

III. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY15

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony?16

A. The purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to respond to issues raised and recommendations 17

proposed by the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) Staff witness David 18

Brightwell, as well as those made by the State of Illinois Attorney General (“AG”) 19

witness Philip Mosenthal, Citizens Utility Board (”CUB”) witness Christopher Thomas, 20

and the Environmental Law and Policy Center (“ELPC”) witness Geoffrey Crandall.  The 21
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areas I address are administrative costs, evaluation plans, deemed savings and total 22

resource cost (“TRC”) calculations.  I emphasize that my failure to respond to a particular 23

issue raised by Staff or Intervenors should not be construed as endorsement of those 24

issues.25

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS26

Q. What are your conclusions and recommendations?27

A. First, Nicor Gas has diligently and methodically developed its EEP.  Its overall cost 28

levels are reasonable compared to other gas utility costs across the country.  The 29

Company’s administrative costs as a percent of its budgets decline each year of the EEP.  30

Nicor Gas’ administrative cost levels in the early years of its EEP are due to its initial 31

lack of in-house infrastructure or experience, the Company’s need to invest in 32

infrastructure and staffing, and the Company’s approach to managing the energy 33

efficiency effort.  The EEP and its related costs should be approved as filed with 34

revisions outlined in Nicor Gas witness James J. Jerozal, Jr.’s rebuttal testimony.  35

Second, the Company has thoroughly and conscientiously developed the 36

underlying assumptions for its deemed savings proposal.  Given the lack of existing 37

Illinois and Nicor Gas information specific to natural gas efficiency, the Company’s 38

assumptions provide a solid foundation for its proposal and should be approved by the 39

Commission at this time.  The Company is also willing to work toward the proposal of 40

Staff witness Brightwell proposal to develop new assumptions based on evaluation 41

results prior to filing its next plan.  42
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Third, the Company supports application of the Total Resource Cost (“TRC”) test 43

at the program level.  Staff witness Brightwell disagrees and believes the TRC test should 44

be applied at the measure level.  Yet he agrees to the one exception, the Furnace Tune-up 45

measure in the Small Business Direct Install program where a measure did not 46

individually pass the TRC test.  (Staff Ex. 1.0, 6:119-7:130).  This demonstrates that his 47

proposal, if applied judiciously, with well-supported analysis of exceptions, is essentially 48

the same as the Company’s proposal.  Accordingly, I support approval of the Company’s 49

recommendation but the Company should calculate measure-level TRC tests for review 50

by parties in future planning processes as the Company has done in this proceeding.51

Fourth, I have reviewed the comments of a number of Intervenors regarding 52

various assumptions about avoided costs.  I come to the conclusion that the Company’s 53

analysis is sound, based on good information and represents appropriately the cost-54

effectiveness of the portfolio.  The Company’s EEP should be approved.55

V. ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS56

Q. Please summarize Intervenor issues regarding Nicor Gas’ administrative and 57

marketing costs.58

A. CUB witness Thomas raised two issues:  (1) he claims Nicor Gas’ administrative costs 59

are too high relative to Ameren and should be limited to 5% of total costs, and 60

(2) marketing costs should be monitored and limited.  (CUB Ex. 1.0, 24:486-25:509).  61

ELPC witness Crandall raised the issue that there could be administrative cost savings if 62

the behavioral energy savings pilot were a joint program between Nicor Gas and ComEd.  63

(ELPC Ex. 1.0, 10:1-12:8).  AG witness Mosenthal states that administrative costs should 64
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be limited to 5% of total costs and suggests that Nicor Gas administrative costs are too 65

high.  (AG Ex. 1.0, 33:30-34:15).66

Q. Does Section 8-104 of the Public Utilities Act (the “Act”) establish defined categories 67

of expenses and set limits on those categories?  68

A. No.  The statute is quiet on the subject of cost categorization and limits on specific costs, 69

with the exception of EM&V and emerging technology costs, which are each capped at 70

3%.  Given that the statute clearly limits expenditures in these areas, but not others, it is 71

clear the legislative intent was to not constrain utility budgets within other cost categories 72

as long as the programs and portfolio are cost-effective.  Section 8-104 (c) states:  “A 73

utility providing approved energy efficiency measures in this State shall be permitted to 74

recover costs of those measures.”  220 ILCS 5/8-104(c).  Clearly, the legislature intended 75

to allow recovery of prudent costs related to cost-effective programs and did not envision 76

any specific limitations on the other types of costs that utilities would incur and in fact 77

gave utilities significant leeway and flexibility.78

Q. Is it constructive to compare administrative costs between utilities?  79

A. No, because administrative cost comparisons are subject to a number of caveats that may 80

make it difficult to draw specific conclusions.  First, there are differences in how utilities 81

define administrative costs.  In Illinois, there is no standard definition of administrative 82

cost, so simple comparisons between utilities in Illinois may not be meaningful.  83

Definitions of administrative costs in other jurisdictions also vary, so cross-state 84

comparisons suffer from the same lack of a standardized definition.   85
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Second, the cost structure between utilities will vary according to the operating 86

design of each utility’s energy efficiency effort.  Some utilities will more closely manage 87

their energy efficiency program and have a larger in-house staff, whereas others will 88

largely outsource their efforts.  For example, Peoples/North Shore Gas hired Franklin 89

Energy to run most of their operations, while Nicor Gas chose to hire dedicated staff and 90

establish internal expertise to more directly manage a larger portion of the energy 91

efficiency operations.  Each model will result in different allocations of the budget to 92

comparable categories.  Administrative costs will appear more obvious in Nicor Gas’ 93

case because it is relatively straight-forward to identify and categorize employee costs.  94

For Peoples/North Shore Gas case, more of the administrative costs are embedded in the 95

cost of the contracts with the program administrator.  In both cases, what might typically 96

be called administrative costs may also be embedded in individual vendor 97

implementation contracts.  98

At this point, the Commission should be most concerned about the overall cost to 99

implement the EEP, the types of programs proposed and whether the utilities expect to 100

meet the legislated goals.  101

Q. Is the 5% limit on administrative costs proposed by CUB witness Thomas an 102

appropriate limit?  (CUB Ex. 1.0, 24:488-25:501).103

A. No.  Such a limit unduly hinders Nicor Gas in the development and operation of the 104

Company’s energy efficiency portfolio.  Mr. Thomas does not provide specific support 105

other than to refer to the Ameren budget.  Other utilities operate very successful energy 106

efficiency portfolios with different administrative cost levels.  California utilities operate 107

with administrative cost levels well above 5% and operate some of the most successful 108
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energy efficiency portfolios in the country.  The California Public Utility Commission 109

(“CPUC”) in its 2009 decision on the investor-owned utilities’ energy efficiency 110

portfolios in California, established a 10% guideline for administrative costs,  which is a 111

reduction in the level of administrative costs incurred by those utilities in recent years.  112

Many states primarily review overall cost levels.  (“Decision Approving 2010 to 2012 113

Energy Efficiency Portfolios and Budgets,” California Public Utilities Commission, 114

Decision 09-09-47 (Sep. 24, 2009)).  There is no specific agreement on administrative 115

costs across jurisdictions, so it is difficult to judge what is appropriate for any given state 116

or utility situation.  117

Q. What other observations do you make about Nicor Gas’ administrative costs in the 118

EEP?119

A. Nicor Gas Exhibit 6.1 provides a review of the Nicor Gas Administrative costs per the 120

revised budget discussed in Mr. Jerozal’s rebuttal testimony (Nicor Gas Ex. 5.0 and 5.1).  121

There are several pertinent observations to make about the administrative costs for the 122

Nicor Gas EEP.  First, unlike most of the other utilities in Illinois, Nicor Gas is an 123

Illinois-only utility.  The other utilities are operating companies for holding companies 124

that own other operating companies in other jurisdictions.  That provides them with some 125

internal perspective, knowledge and base of operations on which to pattern their Illinois 126

energy efficiency efforts because the other states in which these holding companies 127

operate have had prior legislation and regulation mandating energy efficiency programs.  128

Nicor Gas did not have that internal base of knowledge and experience on which to build 129

its EEP so it is logical that the Company would seek outside expertise and therefore have 130

higher initial costs. 131
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Second, Nicor Gas’ administrative costs decline over time as a percentage of the 132

overall cost of the portfolio as pointed out by CUB witness Thomas (CUB Ex. 1.0, 133

24:481-82).  Based on the revised budgets, the administrative cost levels decline to even 134

lower levels from 10% to 7% to 6% over the three years of the plan.  135

Third, Nicor Gas’ administrative costs exhibit an absolute year-over-year growth 136

rate that is relatively minor when compared to the growth in energy efficiency goals and 137

overall budgets suggesting that Nicor Gas has a solid plan for managing administrative 138

cost over time.  Administrative costs increase by $300,000 in Program Year 2 which is an 139

increase of 14%, while the portfolio goal increases by 100% and the overall budget 140

increases by 54%.  In Program Year 3 administrative costs again increase by $300,000 141

which is an increase of 12% while the portfolio goal increases by 50% and the overall 142

budget increases by 32%. 143

Fourth, the total unit cost of Nicor Gas’ EEP declines quite rapidly over the 144

course of the three years from $3.62 per first year therm saved in Program Year 1, to 145

$2.78 per therm saved in the Program Year 2, to $2.43 per therm saved in Program 146

Year 3.147

Based on these factors, it is clear that Nicor Gas plans to manage its 148

administrative cost levels over the course of the EEP and a portion of those costs are 149

related to start-up of the overall EEP when costs should be expected to be higher.150
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Q. What are your conclusions regarding the issues relating to Nicor Gas’151

administrative costs?  152

A. Nicor Gas administrative costs as budgeted are reasonable, they decline over time as a 153

percent of the overall portfolio, and they should be approved as part of the Company’s 154

overall EEP.   155

VI. EVALUATION PLANS156

Q. What are the concerns of Intervenors in regards to evaluation plans?157

A. AG witness Mosenthal recommends that a long list of factors be considered in 158

developing the Nicor Gas evaluation plan; suggests that it is too early to determine the 159

evaluation plan (AG Ex 1.0, 13:29-25:21); and that the Stakeholder Advisory Group 160

(SAG) be involved in decisions on the types and timing of evaluations that are 161

undertaken (AG Ex. 1.0, 24:26-26, 25:18-21).  He also suggests that joint evaluations be 162

performed between Nicor Gas and ComEd for jointly run programs (AG Ex. 1.0, 25:12-163

14).  ELPC witness Crandall also recommends that Nicor Gas work with other utilities to 164

evaluate joint or similar programs to conserve evaluation costs and promote consistency 165

of results.  (ELPC Ex. 1.0, 16:18-17:1).  CUB witness Thomas also recommends that a 166

specific technique, “Experimental Design,” for evaluation be applied to the Behavioral 167

Energy Savings pilot and overall on the portfolio. (CUB Ex. 1.0, 15:268-76).  In 168

addition, Mr. Thomas expresses independence concerns (CUB Ex. 1.0, 13:254-55, 169

18:339-44).170

Q. Please discuss the list of factors Mr. Mosenthal presents for consideration when 171

developing evaluation plans.  (AG Ex. 1.0, 23:11-27).172
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A. Nicor Gas has proposed a high level road map for evaluation of the programs in its plan.  173

This plan was developed using a number of factors including most if not all of the factors 174

discussed by Mr. Mosenthal in his testimony.  (See, e.g., Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0).  The 175

development of the high level plan that is proposed is quite consistent with AG witness 176

Mosenthal’s proposed development process.  The Company felt that it was important for 177

the Commission to understand that the Company had a plan, that the plan could be 178

adjusted as operations of programs and their success rates evolve, and that there was a 179

schedule and a basis for contracting with independent program evaluators to perform the 180

evaluation work.  The Company has stated that it expects to use a variety of research 181

methods and looks forward to practical yet innovative proposals from the evaluation 182

vendor or vendors.  183

Q. Please address AG witness Mosenthal’s and ELPC witness Crandall’s184

recommendation that Nicor Gas and ComEd should perform combined evaluations 185

of programs that are jointly operated.  (AG Ex. 1.0, 25:12-21; ELPC Ex. 1.0, 16:22-186

17:1).187

A. The Company’s evaluation plan is entirely consistent with witness Mosenthal’s and 188

witness Crandall’s suggestion for evaluation of joint programs.  In Section 7 of the Plan,189

the Company states: “Further, the degree of EM&V conducted by Nicor Gas will depend 190

on its collaborations with other utilities.  Where possible, Nicor Gas will share the 191

expense of EM&V and minimize EM&V duplication with its partners in order to 192

maximize program cost-effectiveness.”  (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.11, p. 119).  Clearly the 193

Company has and will continue to work closely with other utilities where appropriate to 194

perform joint evaluations and conserve expenses.  The Company notes, however, that 195
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coordination does have some shortcomings, including resulting in a singular view of 196

program results when a diversity of approaches and evaluation vendors may present a 197

broader view of actual program savings.  Recognizing that joint evaluation is not a 198

panacea but is a practical approach, Nicor Gas will work diligently with other utilities in 199

Illinois on evaluation strategies, plans and processes. 200

Q. Describe Mr. Mosenthal’s recommendation for the SAG framework.201

A. Mr. Mosenthal is basically recommending two items.  First, the SAG should be a focal 202

point for evaluation related activities.  (AG Ex. 1.0, 24:19-23).  Second, the proposed 203

electric SAG process for changing net-to-gross (“NTG”) assumptions based on 204

evaluation results, as outlined in Mr. Mosenthal’s testimony, should be ordered by the 205

Commission as the process for Nicor Gas to use.  (AG Ex. 1.0, 21:14-20).206

Q. What is your view of Mr. Mosenthal’s recommendation?207

A. The primary concern is that the Mr. Mosenthal wants the SAG to be recognized as a 208

primary driver of the Nicor Gas evaluation process.  Section 8-104 clearly puts this 209

responsibility on utilities (and the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic 210

Opportunity (“DCEO”)) with the Commission as the regulatory body.  In addition, the 211

SAG framework has not been approved by the SAG or by the Commission.  The SAG 212

framework is a document that has been discussed by members of the electric SAG, but it 213

has not been approved by the electric SAG as Mr. Mosenthal directly states in his 214

testimony. (AG Ex. 1.0, 21:7).  In that regard, the Company is confused about who 215

favors this framework and what standing it has.  The Company is willing to work with 216

other utilities and external stakeholders to develop guidelines such as those in the SAG 217
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framework, but believes that will take time and significant discussion as the gas utilities 218

have not been involved in creating this framework or in discussing its benefits.  219

Additionally, in reviewing the SAG framework itself, the Company can see that 220

there are parts of the framework that are at odds with the “looking forward” perspective 221

in the statute.  In some cases, under the SAG framework, there would be a retrospective 222

change to savings.  Nicor Gas does not believe that a retrospective process is consistent 223

with the statute and the Company does not agree with the portions of the SAG framework 224

that provide for retrospective changes to NTG ratios.225

Q. What is your opinion regarding CUB witness Thomas’ suggestion to use 226

Experimental Design?  (CUB Ex. 1.0, 15:268-16:299).227

A. Experimental Design is recognized as a valid technique for evaluating energy efficiency 228

programs.  Specific Nicor Gas program evaluations should consider a variety of 229

techniques though and Experimental Design should be one of them.  Nicor Gas should 230

work with its independent, evaluation vendor or vendors to discuss the benefits and costs 231

of using Experimental Design relative to other techniques as the Company and evaluators 232

make decisions on specific evaluations.  Evaluation studies should be based on the 233

specific program design and other factors and no one technique should be utilized all the 234

time.  I do not believe one technique should be mandated over all other techniques by the 235

Commission.  236

Q. Discuss the concern of CUB witness Thomas about the independence of the Nicor 237

Gas evaluation plan.  (CUB Ex. 1.0, 18:339-44).238
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A. His primary concern is that there should be communication with the Commission or its 239

Staff during the evaluation process and that the Commission is engaged in the hiring and 240

firing of evaluation vendors.  CUB witness Thomas recommends that the Commission 241

issue an order similar to that in the initial electric utility proceedings. (CUB Ex. 1.0, 242

19:368-72).  Nicor Gas would agree that conditions specified in the electric orders 243

regarding hiring and firing of EM&V vendors should also apply to the Company’s 244

evaluation process.   245

VII. DEEMED SAVINGS246

Q. Please explain deemed savings.247

A. Deemed savings is an agreement where the assumptions necessary to calculate the energy 248

savings for a set of energy efficiency measures are prescriptively defined for a period of 249

time. Deemed savings typically is applied to energy savings measures whose impacts are 250

relatively well known and frequently implemented like upgrading to more efficient 251

appliances or lighting. 252

An example from the Nicor Gas EEP is that each furnace replaced with a 95% 253

AFUE efficiency rating will be prescribed to gross savings of 178 therms per year.  (See254

Nicor Gas Ex. 5.2).  The Heating and Appliance Efficiency program is assumed to have a 255

NTG ratio of 70%, which implies that about 30% of the customers receiving rebates for 256

this measure are assumed to have received the rebate even though they would have taken 257

the action without the Nicor Gas program.  Under the Nicor Gas proposal both the gross 258

savings and the NTG ratio for this measure would be deemed and applied to every 259

customer installation. 260
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Deeming savings reduces the complexity of regulatory proceedings and simplifies 261

the tracking processes for energy efficiency programs.  The time period for which energy 262

savings are deemed can be specified for a time period like a year, an energy efficiency 263

planning cycle, or until better information is generated through a program impact 264

evaluation.265

Q. What is the Nicor Gas position regarding deemed savings?266

A. Nicor Gas has proposed to use deemed savings for the purposes of calculating progress 267

towards its goals for non-custom measures.  The proposed savings estimates for deemed 268

values, both gross and net, would be utilized throughout the three year period.  As new 269

information becomes available through the evaluations that take place during the plan 270

period, Nicor Gas would prepare new estimates to be utilized in the development of its 271

next three year plan.272

Q. What are the concerns of Intervenors regarding deemed savings?  273

A. AG witness Mosenthal’s primary concern is that the assumptions for the measure savings 274

were not sufficiently substantiated.  (AG Ex. 1.0, 19:25-20:5).  Specifically, he was 275

concerned that too much reliance was placed on the California DEER database.  (AG 276

Ex. 1.0, 19:26-20:5).  He also suggested that the deemed savings measures should be 277

“provisionally deemed” until the SAG group reviewed the assumptions in detail.  Staff 278

witness Brightwell suggests that all programs have impact evaluation results available 279

60 days prior to Nicor Gas filing its next plan on October 1, 2013.  (Staff Ex. 1.0, 9:193-280

10:196).  He also states “Staff does not oppose this request but recognizes that deemed 281

values and actual savings are not the same.” (Staff Ex. 1.0, 12:239-42).  282
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Q. Please discuss the process used by Nicor Gas and Bass to develop assumptions to 283

support the Nicor Gas energy savings for the EEP.  284

A. Early on the Company recognized that internally there was very little data regarding 285

energy savings measures to support the development of its energy efficiency plan.  Nicor 286

Gas also recognized that there was quite limited data available specific to Illinois due to 287

the prior lack of utility energy efficiency programs in the state.  For these reasons, the 288

Company initiated a Market Potential Study (“MPS”) to help support the development of 289

information and assumptions specific to the Nicor Gas service territory.  Additionally 290

after the MPS was complete, in parallel to the plan development, we continued to seek 291

additional information and studies that could apply to the Nicor Gas service territory.  To 292

finalize the approximately 300 assumptions necessary to support the energy savings 293

calculations and TRC modeling of the measures in the Nicor Gas EEP, the Company and 294

Bass also engaged with the other utilities and in some cases their consultants to 295

standardize certain assumptions.296

In summary, the process for developing assumptions on energy savings measures 297

followed these steps:298

 Use the analysis performed in the MPS (35% of final assumptions).299

 Use Rider 29 and the People’s/North Shore program assumptions particularly 300

where there were very similar program and measure concepts and we considered 301

the information used in those plans would help apply consistency among Illinois 302

gas programs (approximately 19% of final assumptions).303
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 Use other Midwest studies such as a statewide study performed by Navigant 304

Consulting for Minnesota and a MEEA Midwest regional study (approximately 305

11% of final assumptions).306

 Work with other Illinois utilities and some of their consultants to use their 307

information where it was thought their information was built on stronger and 308

better developed sources (approximately 12% of the final assumptions).309

 Use a variety of other sources or calculations (approximately 7% of final 310

assumptions).311

 Use DEER database assumptions as it is essentially the most heavily scrutinized 312

and analyzed Technical Resource Manual in the country (approximately 18% of 313

final assumptions).  These assumptions almost all apply to the business programs 314

where loads are likely to be much less weather sensitive, less specific to a 315

geography, and the Nicor Gas team felt that they were the best assumptions 316

available.317

NTG assumptions were developed after reviewing a wide variety of studies including 318

DEER.  We utilized the DEER database primarily to determine the Business NTG ratios.319

Q. Was the development of the energy savings assumptions thorough and appropriate?320

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas and Bass went to significant lengths to develop sound and fact-based 321

assumptions supporting its deemed savings proposal.  Given the paucity of Illinois 322

specific data, the assumptions are sound.  Based on my experience, the Company has 323

done a thorough job to assure its deemed savings assumptions are sound.324
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Q. Are there any exceptions to this proposal for deemed savings?325

A. Yes.  Again, the Company’s deemed savings proposal only covers programs where 326

measures are not highly customized.  For the two new construction programs and the 327

Business Custom program, the customer projects will be analyzed and tracked 328

individually to determine energy savings for purposes of tracking to the Company’s 329

goals.330

Q. Please discuss Staff witness Brightwell’s suggestion that impact evaluation results 331

for all programs be available 60 days prior to filing the second Nicor Gas three year 332

plan.  (Staff Ex. 1.0, 9:192-10:196).333

A. The Company is willing to work with Staff and others to develop a set of new program 334

assumptions based on completed evaluation results prior to filing its next plan.  In 335

general, Nicor Gas is not opposed to this proposal but there are two mitigating constraints 336

that may make this proposal not entirely practical.  First is the statutory limitation on 337

evaluation budgets.  Since the statute limits evaluation budgets to 3% of the total 338

spending, there are practical constraints to how much impact evaluation work can be 339

performed during the first triennial EEP.  This is one of the reasons why the Company 340

proposed a high level road map for evaluation that spaced some of the work out over the 341

three years. (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.1, Section 7, p. 121, Table 18).  The evaluation plan spaced 342

out impact evaluations over the three years to better manage to this budget constraint.  343

The second constraint is that some programs will be in operation for a very limited time 344

and impact evaluations may not be available within the timeframe of Dr. Brightwell’s 345

proposal.  The Company will endeavor to work with the independent evaluation 346
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vendor(s) to complete as much of the evaluation work as practical within these 347

constraints.348

VIII. TRC CALCULATIONS  349

Q. What are the concerns of Intervenors with regard to TRC calculations?350

A. Staff witness Brightwell expressed a number of concerns with the use of the TRC 351

including that it should be applied at the individual measure level, that water savings 352

should be included in the test where applicable, and that the application of the cost of 353

carbon by Nicor Gas should consider a range of scenarios including delaying any cost of 354

carbon in the test for three years.  (Staff Ex. 1.0, 7:131-44).  Additionally the avoided 355

costs used in this plan were questioned by witness Crandall.  (ELPC Ex. 1.0, 12:10-356

13:22).357

Q. Discuss the Nicor Gas position regarding application of the TRC at the measure 358

level.359

A. There are three levels in which the TRC test can be applied: at the individual measure 360

level as recommended by witness Brightwell, at the program level as recommended by 361

Nicor Gas, or at the overall portfolio level.  In my earlier testimony, I discuss the Nicor 362

Gas position that the TRC should be applied at the program level so that individual 363

measures that may not be cost-effective individually may be included in a program for 364

other reasons as long as the program in which the measure is included is cost-effective.  365

(Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, 20:422-26).  There is one measure in the Nicor Gas plan that does not 366

pass the TRC test individually and Staff witness Brightwell agreed with the my logic that 367
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it was appropriate to include the furnace tune-up in the Small Business Direct Install 368

program. (Staff Ex. 1.0, 2:34-37, 6:119-7:130; Nicor Gas Ex 2.0, 20:422-26).  369

Subsection f (5) of the statute provides that the utility needs to “Demonstrate that 370

its overall portfolio of energy efficiency measures, not including programs covered by 371

item (4) of this subsection (f), are cost-effective using the total resource cost test” 372

(emphasis added).  As further discussed in my direct testimony, Nicor Gas is 373

recommending that it be applied at the program level which is even more detailed than 374

the statue provides and has presented a set of programs that are cost-effective relative to 375

the TRC test. (Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, p. 19).376

Q. Staff witness Brightwell recommends that water savings are included in the TRC 377

test calculations.  (Staff Ex. 1.0, 7:140-44).  What is the Company’s position 378

regarding water savings?379

A. The Company agrees that water savings can be included in the TRC test calculation when 380

appropriate costs and benefits are available to perform the test.  Water savings when 381

included will produce higher benefit levels and thus more positive TRC test results than382

without including those savings.  Since the Nicor Gas plan already produces positive 383

TRC test results, the Company is willing to seek water savings data to include in future 384

TRC test calculations in program evaluations and the Company’s next three year plan.385

Q. Please discuss Staff witness Brightwell’s concerns for applying future carbon costs 386

in the TRC test. (Staff Ex. 1.0, 7:133-40, 7:145-8:159).387

A. Staff witness Brightwell essentially makes two recommendations.  First, that the impacts 388

of future carbon legislation be modeled under a range of costs for carbon.  Second, that 389
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the cost of carbon be applied and analyzed in three year increments as recent political 390

events suggest that federal legislation concerning carbon has been delayed for a 391

significant period.  (Id.).392

Q. What is Nicor Gas’ position on the application of future carbon costs in the TRC 393

test?394

A. Obviously 2010 has been an interesting year regarding carbon policy.  Our modeling for 395

the Nicor Gas plan occurred prior to the September 29, 2010 filing date and prior to 396

changes in Washington D.C. which suggest that a delay in federal carbon legislation is 397

quite likely.  Staff witness Brightwell had the advantage of writing his testimony after the 398

election results.  Section 8-104(b) states “reasonable estimates shall be included for 399

financial costs likely to be imposed by future regulation of emissions of greenhouse 400

gases” in the Company’s calculation of avoided costs.  The Company’s process to apply 401

the cost of future regulation of greenhouse gas emissions is clearly outlined in the EEP. 402

(See Nicor Gas Ex. 1.1, Section 5.2).  Changes to the Company’s assumptions could be 403

valid at this time.  Since this issue applies to all utilities, the Company would look for 404

direction from the Commission on how to proceed in applying the appropriate costs for 405

greenhouse gases.  The use of sensitivity analysis as suggested by Staff witness406

Brightwell is a valid suggestion, but should also be viewed in a broader context regarding 407

major assumptions in the TRC modeling recognizing that further detailed analysis comes 408

with a cost in time and resources and should be thoughtfully applied where it most makes 409

sense.  410

The cost of carbon is a relatively minor, but not insignificant, portion of the 411

overall avoided cost calculations.  Based on a quick review of the program-level cost-412
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effectiveness of the Nicor Gas proposed portfolio, it is unlikely that this analysis will 413

show any programs to be non-cost effective.414

Q. What concerns were raised by ELPC witness Crandall regarding avoided costs?415

A. ELPC witness Crandall had three concerns:  a drop in a portion of avoided costs late in 416

the forecast period, real distribution costs were assumed to be constant, and the source of 417

seasonal avoided costs.  (ELPC Ex. 1.0, 3:1-17).418

Q. How do you respond to these concerns?419

A. Nicor Gas utilized natural gas avoided costs based on a forecast from the Wood 420

Mackenzie Long Term View dated April, 2010.  An external forecast was utilized 421

because the Company does not forecast long-term natural gas prices.  Specific factors 422

reflecting specific Nicor Gas costs for distribution costs, transportation pipeline costs, 423

and taxes are explained in the Company’s EEP. (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.1, Section 5.2).  The 424

real avoided cost of natural gas escalates quite rapidly in this analysis as shown in 425

Table 11 of Nicor Gas Exhibit 1.1. The real cost of gas increases by over 50% over the 426

pertinent period.  Nicor Gas believes it has used a valid forecast for the planning process.  427

ELPC witness Crandall’s specific concern is about a drop in the Chicago basis in 428

the year 2024.  (ELPC Ex. 1.0, 13:2-8).  As shown in ELPC Exhibit 1.6, the Chicago 429

basis cost represents a very small part of the overall natural gas avoided cost calculations.  430

From a practical viewpoint, changes in the Chicago basis 14 years out in the forecast 431

period will have a very negligible impact on the cost-effectiveness analysis and if it did 432

have any impact it would improve TRC test results.  433
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Mr. Crandall suggests that the real distribution charges should escalate.  (ELPC 434

Ex. 1.0, 13:9-10).  From a long-term historical perspective, Nicor Gas distribution 435

charges have lagged inflation, hence we stand by the assumption of flat, real distribution 436

costs as a conservative assumption.  Any assumed escalation would again lead to 437

improved TRC results and all programs are already cost-effective.  438

Finally, Mr. Crandall suggests that using Northwest Planning Council seasonal 439

prices is not appropriate.  (ELPC Ex. 1.0, 13:11-17).  Those were used just for the 440

seasonal analysis, not for the base cost of gas which was a Henry Hub forecast which is 441

appropriate for Nicor Gas’ situation.   442

Q. What is your conclusion regarding avoided cost assumptions and calculations?443

A. No Intervenor has specified other avoided costs to utilize in the Company’s analysis with 444

the exception of Staff witness Brightwell’s proposed sensitivity analysis for the cost of 445

carbon.  I conclude that the Company has taken a valid and fact-based approach to 446

avoided costs and the cost-effectiveness analysis of the Company’s EEP.  The avoided 447

costs as used in the Company’s analysis should be accepted by the Commission for the 448

purposes of approving the Company’s EEP.449

IX. CONCLUSION450

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony?451

A. Yes it does.452
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